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1 Heat Pumps: Major Policy Ambitions
Heat Pumps are a key part of the energy transition
Before Ukraine War:
UK target of 600,000 heat pump installs annually by 2028
EU: Currently around 10% of heating is from heat pumps - an increase of 5x since 2009
EU Projection(1): 15-43% of EU heating demand met by heat pumps by 2030 and 25-60% by 2050

Since Ukraine War:
40% of Europe’s gas is imported from Russia – we must avert this
RePowerEU Strategy – 30 million heat pumps installed by 2030

(1) Comparison of projections from various research, as summarized by EU Joint Research Centre: “EU challenges of reducing fossil fuel use in buildings”,
https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/handle/JRC127122

2 The two peak challenges
In the future, there are a number of energy trends that will
result in big challenges in balancing the grid:
The shift to renewable energy means that our power supplies will be
more intermittent, and cannot be scaled up in response to demand
The shift of domestic heating to heat pumps means that electricity
demand will be higher overall, higher at peak times each day, and
there will be a new winter peak – where electricity demand is much
higher in winter than in summer

This results in two grid-balancing challenges:

Figure 1: Daily Peak Challenge

Winter peak challenge: There will be a new winter peak in
electricity caused by the conversion of domestic heating to
electrically-powered heat pumps
Daily peak challenge: The existing daily peaks in electricity
consumption may be made much larger by heat pumps. The current
gas peak demand is 4x higher than existing electricity
infrastructure(1)

This presentation examines the winter peak challenge
(1) “Heat decarbonisation challenges: local gas vs electricity supply” – UKERC, 2018

Figure 2: Winter Peak Challenge

3 Demand Side Challenge
Current domestic consumption (Germany):
497 TWh/year – electricity
447 TWh/year – heating

Convert residential heating to heat pumps, and
change all vehicles to electric vehicles – leads to a
new electricity demand of 853 TWh/year
Since most heating demand is in winter – demand
from heat pumps leads to a winter peak
Peak demand increases 2.3x

New peak demand is 3782 GWh/day, from an existing peak of 1653 GWh/day

4 The Problem: Generation required to meet demand
Renewable sources can not be scaled up or down in
response to demand
This means we must build enough capacity to meet
the winter peak – and energy will be wasted in
summer
Under our scenario – which is based on an energy mix
of 1/3 wind, 1/3 solar, and 1/3 nuclear:
The annual demand for electricity is 853 TWh/year
The total generation required is 2167 TWh/year 4.4x higher than existing electricity supply
61% of energy generation is wasted
This already includes using 1.6 TWh of battery storage
to smoothen the peaks – 36 million electric car
batteries

5 Smart Retrofit and the Market for Lemons
There is a market failure at the heart of the retrofit market
Customers can not distinguish between high quality and low quality retrofits because existing metrics
(Energy Performance Certificates etc) can not account for quality
Retrofitters are incentivised to perform the lowest quality possible retrofit
Over time, lower quality retrofitters out-compete higher quality retrofitters, until we are left with the lowest
possible quality retrofit
This is known as a “Market for Lemons”
Smart Retrofit changes this dynamic – because we use real performance to determine the true
savings attributable to retrofit, customers can now distinguish between high quality and low quality
retrofits. This makes a market for high quality retrofit possible
In a trial in Eccles, UK, we found replacing the insulation with a high-quality install in 12 nearly-new build
houses led to 18% savings.

6 Generation required to meet demand: Smart Retrofit
Smart Retrofit can reduce these costs. If we reduce total
German heat demand by 36% with Smart Retrofit:
Electricity demand reduces by 111 TWh/year (490 to 417)
However, total generation reduces 582 TWh/year (2167 to 1585)
A reduction in electricity demand for heating of 111
TWh/year causes a reduction in required generation of 582
TWh/year – 5.2x bigger
This is because generation requirements in the future renewable
world is driven by peak demand not total demand
At a Levelized Cost of Energy of 7.2c/kWh, this would save €843
billion in energy generation costs over 20 years. This is equal to
€21,000 per household
At 15c/kWh, the savings would be €44,000 per household
Assumes a 1/3, 1/3, 1/3 mix of wind, solar, and nuclear power. Includes 1.8 TWh of battery capacity to smooth demand

7 Illustration
Previously, we found a 111 TWh/year electricity demand
for heating reduction led to a 582 TWh/year reduction in
required generation – 5.2x higher
A renewable grid must be sized to meet peak demand
Savings due to retrofit are no longer the reduction in total
usage – but instead, the reduction in peak usage,
multiplied over a whole year – since this is the generation
that is averted
Reduction in peak usage multiplied over the whole year
(green area) is much larger than the reduction in total
usage (orange area)
This illustration is simplified – but shows how retrofit
savings can cause much higher savings in required
generation
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